Graded cutaneous electrical vs thermal stimulation in humans shows different insular and cingulate cortex activation.
Pain can result from various sensory input modalities. To elucidate the differences of cortical responses to graded electrical and thermal stimulation, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) results of two studies using the same stimulation paradigms but different modalities with 15 healthy subjects each are compared. During painful electrical stimulation contralateral dorsal posterior insula and ventral posterior anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) activated more. During thermal stimulation, there was more activation in ipsilateral primary motor area (MI)/primary sensory area (SI) complex and premotor areas as well as dorsal posterior ACC. Thus electrostimulation preferably activates structures of the lateral pain projection system resulting in contralateral dorsal posterior insula and ventral posterior ACC activation. During thermal stimulation, more dorsal areas of the posterior ACC activated. The activation of ipsilateral MI/SI complex and premotor areas may be attributed to the slower perception of thermal stimuli and resulting re-evaluation. This has to be taken into account in the interpretation of other cross-modality studies as well.